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Choose departure airport

DEPARTING FROM

1. Form fields are both 
enabled and can be filled in 
non-sequentially. User may 
also bypass both or either 
form fields at any time and 
go directly to main detail 
form screen by clicking CTA 
(4)

Form fields have 2 states:  
1a. enabled.  1b. validated

2. If user fills in only this 
field and clicks CTA, user is 
taken to: 01_B_DETAILS 
where first field will be 
validated with data.

3. If user fills in only this 
field and clicks CTA, user is 
taken to: 01_C_DETAILS 
where second field will be 
validated with data and first 
field (5) will be enabled and 
made mandatory

4. If user fills in both fields 
and clicks CTA, user is taken 
to: 01_C_DETAILS where 
both fields will be validated 
with data  
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6. Tapping back button takes user back to 01_A_DETAILS

7. Input field holds hint text and a flashing cursor. Tapping input field enables device keyboard. 
Location dependant options disappear and ‘All Airport’ options remain. When enough keys have been 
typed to discern a location all other locations disappear. A close symbol appears to the right of the 
field to clear typing if wanted. Tapping the location brings the user to 01_B_DESTINATION AIRPORT.

8. Up to 3 options of location dependant airports within vicinity of user.

9. Scrollable list in alphabetical order 

01_A_DETAILS  +  01_B_DEPARTURE_AIRPORT 03/04/2020
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01_A_DEPARTURE_AIRPORT
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01_A_DETAILS

1. Brings user back to Home

2. User can toggle between 
Return and One-Way screens. 
One-Way screen is identical to 
Return screen with exclusion of 
Destination field.

3. Tapping field brings user to 
01_A_DEPARTURE_AIRPORT

4. CTA disabled. Tapping disabled 
CTA results in error message as 
seen in 4A on page:
INPUT FIELDS 01 SCREENS 
DETAILS

5. PROGRESS BAR



1. Brings user back to Home

2. User can toggle between Return and 
One-Way screens. One-Way screen is 
identical to Return screen with exclusion 
of Destination field.

If One-Way is chosen here, previous 
chosen data will be included in new 
fields

3. Tapping field brings user to 
01_B_DESTINATION_AIRPORT

4. CTA disabled. Tapping disabled CTA 
results in error message as seen in 4A 
on page:
INPUT FIELDS 01 SCREENS DETAILS

5. PROGRESS BAR

6. Tapping back button takes user back to 01_B_DETAILS

7. Input field holds hint text and a flashing cursor. Tapping input field enables device keyboard. Recent search 
options disappear and ‘All Airport’ options remain. When enough keys have been typed to discern a location all 
other locations disappear. A close symbol appears to the right of the field to clear typing if wanted. Tapping the 
location brings the user to 01_B_DESTINATION AIRPORT.

8. Up to 3 options of recent searches.

9. Scrollable list in alphabetical order 

01_B_DETAILS  +  01_B_DESTINATION_AIRPORT 03/04/2020
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1. Brings user back to Home

2. User can toggle between 
Return and One-Way screens. 
One-Way screen is identical to 
Return screen with exclusion of 
Destination field.

If One-Way is chosen here, 
previous chosen data will be 
included in new fields

3. Tapping field brings user to 
01_C_PASSENGERS

4. CTA disabled. Tapping disabled 
CTA results in error message as 
seen in 4A on page:
INPUT FIELDS 01 SCREENS 
DETAILS

5. PROGRESS BAR

6. 60% black shade appears. Tapping shaded area takes user back to 01_C_DETAILS

7. Screen slides in from bottom with an ease in/ease out animation of 250 milliseconds

8. Intuitive selection of 2 adults

9. Confirm CTA consistently enabled. Takes user to 01_D_DETAILS

01_C_DETAILS  +  01_C_PASSENGERS 03/04/2020
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1. Tapping back button takes user back to 01_D_DETAILS

2. Status bar indicates action needed. Return section of 
status bar is greyed out to indicate disabled

3. Dates with flights available are indicated with bold blue 
numbers and are enabled for selection. Dates with no flights 
available are greyed out and disabled for selection.

Tapping a date takes user automatically to 
01_D_CALENDAR_02

4. User can scroll up and down through list to find dates.

01_D_CALENDAR_01 03/04/2020
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1. Tapping back button takes user back to 01_D_DETAILS

2. User can clear data to return to 01_D_CALENDAR_01

 
3. Status bar changes to include date chosen in Departing 
section. Colour changes in slide animation from left to right, 
calling attention to change in status.

Text in Return status bar changes to indicate action needed.

User can tap Departing section of status bar to return to 
01_D_CALENDAR_01

4. Date chosen is indicated with a dot and reverse coloured 
date number

Tapping a date takes user automatically to 
01_D_CALENDAR_03

01_D_CALENDAR_02 03/04/2020
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01_D_CALENDAR_02



1. Tapping back button takes user back to 01_D_DETAILS

2. User can clear data to return to 01_D_CALENDAR_01

 
3. Status bar changes to include date chosen in both 
Departing and Return sections. Colour changes in slide 
animation from left to right, calling attention to change in 
status.

User can tap Departing section of status bar to return to 
01_D_CALENDAR_01

4. Return date chosen is indicated with a dot and reverse 
coloured date number. Dates in between are indicated with a 
shade of blue to give visual aid of period chosen.

5. CTA appears upon selection of final date, with a grow 
animation and a spring ease with a delay of 1,5 seconds. 
Takes user to 01_E_DETAILS

01_D_CALENDAR_03 03/04/2020
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1. Brings user back to Home

2. User can toggle between Return and One-Way screens. One-
Way screen is identical to Return screen with exclusion of 
Destination field.

If One-Way is chosen here, previous chosen data will be 
included in new fields

3. Tapping field brings user to 01_D_CALENDAR_01

4. CTA disabled. Tapping disabled CTA results in error 
message as seen in 4A on page:
INPUT FIELDS 01 SCREENS DETAILS

5. PROGRESS BAR

01_D_DETAILS 03/04/2020
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1. Brings user back to Home

2. User can toggle between Return and One-Way screens. One-
Way screen is identical to Return screen with exclusion of 
Destination field.

If One-Way is chosen here, previous chosen data will be 
included in new fields

3. Field changes to double date form. Animation effects same 
as validated field specified on page: INPUT FIELDS 01 
SCREENS DETAILS

Clicking either button takes user to 01_D_CALENDAR_03
 

4. CTA appears with a grow animation and a spring ease with 
a delay of 0,5 secondS. Takes user to 
02_A_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING_PRICE

5. Progress bar

01_E_DETAILS 03/04/2020
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02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_01 03/04/2020

FLIGHT INFO

Data from selected flight. Includes:
• Date and time of  departure
• Date and time of transfers
• Date and time of arrivals
• Transfer time
• Airports
• Airlines

1. Takes user back to open flight card

2. Takes user to 02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_02

3. Takes user to
02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_03

1
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02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_02 03/04/2020

FARE CHART

Fare specifications in chart form

1. Takes user back to open flight card

2. Takes user to 02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_01

3. Takes user to
02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_03

4. Tapping arrow activates a new panel in chart 
section, providing more info. Panel slides down and 
all chart sections underneath slide down to 
accommodate it.
See: 02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_02_A

5. Tapping arrow folds chart section back to original 
state.
See: 
02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_02_B
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FLIGHT CARD OPEN02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_02_A



02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_03 03/04/2020

FEES & CHARGES

Data from selected flight. 

1. Takes user back to open flight card

2. Takes user to 
02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_01

3. Takes user to
02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_02
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See page for more detail:
FLIGHT CARDS

1. Brings user back to 01_E_DETAILS

2. PROGRESS BAR

3. FLIGHT DATE SELECTOR BAR

4. Filter automatically filters flights by price
Tapping arrow opens popup to options between Price 
and Direct Flights, see (7) 
02_A_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING_SORTPRICE

5. Flight cards automatically arranged in order of 
ascending price

6. On selection panel animates to expand to open 
state, pushing other cards with it below. See 
02_B_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING

7. Tapping Price or Direct Flights takes user 
automatically to that sorted list. Options not relevant 
to that list will not be visible ie: direct flights will only 
show direct flights

8. 60% black overlay. Tapping shaded area takes user 
back to original list.

02_A_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING_PRICE 03/04/2020
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See page for more detail:
FLIGHT CARDS

1. Brings user back to 01_E_DETAILS

2. PROGRESS BAR

3. Selection of another date in 
FLIGHT DATE SELECTOR BAR takes user back to unexpanded 
list view of that date (sorted in price ascending)

4. Filter disappears and flight cards shift upwards 

5. On selection panel animates to collapse back to closed 
state, bringing other cards upwards.

6. Tapping a CTA takes user to next step:  
03_A_FLIGHTS_RETURN_PRICE

7. Selecting another card below transitions it to open state, 
shifts it to the top and collapses the current open card - 
accessible by scrolling upwards

02_A_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING_PRICE 03/04/2020
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See page for more detail:
FLIGHT CARDS

1. Brings user back to 
02_A_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING_PRICE

2. PROGRESS BAR

3. FLIGHT DATE SELECTOR BAR

4. Filter automatically filters flights by price
Tapping arrow opens popup to options between Price 
and Direct Flights, see (7) 
03_A_FLIGHTS_RETURN_SORTPRICE

5. Flight cards automatically arranged in order of 
ascending price

6. On selection panel animates to expand to open 
state, pushing other cards with it below. See 
03_B_FLIGHTS_RETURN

7. Tapping Price or Direct Flights takes user 
automatically to that sorted list. Options not relevant 
to that list will not be visible ie: direct flights will only 
show direct flights

8. 60% black overlay. Tapping shaded area takes user 
back to original list.

9. Basket appears. Selecting basket takes user to 
popup. See page: BASKET

03_A_FLIGHTS_RETURN_PRICE 03/04/2020
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See page for more detail:
FLIGHT CARDS

1. Brings user back to 02_A_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING_PRICE

2. PROGRESS BAR

3. Selection of another date in 
FLIGHT DATE SELECTOR BAR takes user back to unexpanded 
list view of that date (sorted in price ascending)

4. Filter disappears and flight cards shift upwards 

5. On selection panel animates to collapse back to closed 
state, bringing other cards upwards.

6. Tapping a CTA takes user to next step:  
04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

7. Selecting another card below transitions it to open state, 
shifts it to the top and collapses the current open card - 
accessible by scrolling upwards

8. Selecting basket takes user to popup. See page: BASKET

03_B_FLIGHTS_RETURN 03/04/2020
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1. Brings user back to 03_A_FLIGHTS_RETURN_PRICE

2. BASKET

3. PROGRESS BAR

All buttons (4-9) are enabled and can be accessed non-
sequentially. All buttons are optional. When data is 
chosen via the buttons, the button state will change to 
validated (see 04_C_FLIGHT_EXTRAS). User may carry 
on to next step at any time by tapping CTA 9.

Grey background is consistently present.

Links to buttons:

4. 04_A_SEATING_01

5. 04_B_LUGGAGE

6. 04_C_INSURANCE

7. 04_D_TRANSPORTATION

8. 04_E_SHARE

9. 05_PASSENGER_DETAILS

04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS 03/04/2020

04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS 04_C_FLIGHT_EXTRAS
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User will be able to choose seating for all flights booked in 
trip.

1. Takes user back to 04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

2. See page PASSENGER SEATING CONTROLLER

3. See page TRIP LEG INDICATOR

4. Only AVAILABLE seats are enabled for selection

Selecting a seat takes user automatically to the next 
passenger option: 04_A_SEATING_02

5. In the case of more than 3 passengers, passengers may 
be chosen from the dropdown menu out of succession.
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04_A_SEATING_01 03/04/2020
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04_A_SEATING_02_03 03/04/2020

1 2

3

04_A_SEATING_02 04_A_SEATING_03

41

04_A_SEATING_04

1

Process repeats until all 
seats are confirmed for 
all trip legs.

Confirming last seat in 
last trip leg takes user to: 
04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

5

1. Takes user back to 04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

2. Takes user back to 04_A_SEATING_01

3. Selecting a seat takes user automatically to 04_A_SEATING_03

4. Takes user back to 04_A_SEATING_02

5. Selecting CTA ‘RESERVE SEATS’ confirms selection for trip leg and takes user automatically to next trip leg. 
See: 04_A_SEATING_04



1. Takes user back to 04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

2. Luggage allowance for current fare choice 
will be presented here

3. All quantities set to 0 with + enabled

4. Price tallies as user enters extra luggage in 
number controller(s)

5. Confirming takes user back to 
04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS
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04_B_LUGGAGE 03/04/2020



1. Takes user back to 04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

2. All quantities set to 0 with + enabled

3. Takes user to page outlining all Insurance 
conditions (TBD)

4. Price tallies as user enters insurance in number 
controller(s)

5. Confirming takes user back to 
04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS
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04_C_INSURANCE 03/04/2020



1. Takes user back to 04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

2. Horizontal scrollbar with various selections 
(TBD)

3. Takes user to partner page (TBD)
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04_D_TRANSPORTATION 03/04/2020



1. 60% black shade appears. Tapping shaded area 
takes user back to 04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

2. Screen slides in from bottom with an ease in/ease 
out animation of 250 milliseconds

3. Present sharing apps most recently used

4. Offer options to save data

5. More sharing options via sharing apps user has 
enabled on device
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04_E_SHARE 03/04/2020



BASKET 03/04/2020

1. 60% black shade appears. Tapping shaded area takes user 
back to original screen

2. Tapping close symbol takes user back to original screen

3. Screen slides in from bottom with an ease in/ease out 
animation of 250 milliseconds

4. Data tallied from selected data in process. Includes:
Date and time of departure
Date and time of transfers
Date and time of arrivals
Transfer time
Airports
Airlines
Fare details
Subtotal per passenger

Total price

Screen is scrollable within fixed popup position
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FLIGHT CARDS 03/04/2020

FLIGHT CARD OPENFLIGHT CARD CLOSED

€133SELECT

FCOLGWAMS

22:4511h0011:45
1 TRANSFER

€154SELECT

FCOAMS

22:0519:00
DIRECT

3h05

SELECT

€2541 cabin bag
1 hold bag 25kg
Priority seating
Priority boarding
Free cancellation

FARE PRIORITY

SELECT

€164
1 cabin bag
1 hold bag 25kg
Reserve seating

FARE MORE

SELECT

€133
1 cabin bag
Reserve seating

FARE SAVER

More info fare & fees

More flight info

FCOLGWAMS

11:40 22:4511h00

1 TRANSFER1 6

7

8

2

3a 3b 3c

4 5
1

9

4. Airline logo(s)

5. Base price

6. FLIGHT CARD OPEN closes with 
animation back to FLIGHT CARD 
CLOSED

7. On selection goes to 
02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_01

8. Fare breakdown in all variations. 
All CTAs take user to next step in 
process.
When at:02_B_FLIGHTS_OUTGOING > 
03_A_FLIGHTS_RETURN_PRICE
When at:
03_B_FLIGHTS_RETURN>
04_A_FLIGHT_EXTRAS

9. On selection goes to 
02_03_B_FLIGHT_FARE_INFO_02

1. Closed flight cards can be opened 
using either the arrow or the CTA. 
When selected, the panel animates to 
expand to open state. See: FLIGHT 
CARD OPEN.

2. Indicated as either Direct or having 
transfers. More than one transfer is 
possible and will be indicated here 

Timeline gives the following info:
3a. Departure time and airport symbol
3b. Indication of transfer if present 
(may be more than one) and transfer 
airport symbol.
3c. Arrival time and airport symbol



FLIGHT DATE SELECTOR BAR 03/04/2020

Horizontal slider bar supports 3 
different states:
1. enabled
2. enable secondary
3. disabled

Shows flight availability and base 
prices 1 week before and 1 week 
after chosen date.

Date chosen from 01_E_DETAILS 
is always placed in the middle.

 Wed Tues
€128

 Mon
€114

 SunSat
€145

 Fri
€133

 Thur Wed Tues
€128

 Mon
€114

 Sun

1 2 3



INPUT FIELDS 01 SCREENS DETAILS 03/04/2020

Choose departure airport

DEPARTING FROM

Amsterdam

DEPARTING FROM

1

2

1. Enabled: Tapping enabled field opens respective screen 
data choice (to be defined in wireframes). Input field holds 
hint text that changes once selection is made.

2. Validated: field holds selected data chosen from the 
Enabled field. Field is editable. Tapping the field again takes 
the user back to the respective screen for choices.

Checkmark appears with a grow animation and a spring ease 
with a delay of 1 second and animation length of 250 
milliseconds

3. Grey background colour drops behind to middle point of 
next enabled field with an ease in/ease out animation of 250 
milliseconds

3

4APlease specify number of passengers

DATES

4

4. Disabled: input field is not editable. Tapping disabled input 
field results in error message as seen in 4A - error message 
refers to current enabled field and appears to the right 
underneath the current enabled field



INPUT FIELDS NUMBER STEPPER 03/04/2020
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Number stepper is a 3 segment based UI element used to enter, 
increase or decrease a numerical value.

Minus and plus buttons support 2 different states: enabled (1) and 
disabled (2)

Tap enables an increment of one. Pressing and holding a button 
enables, after a short delay of 1 second, an auto-repeat function which 
increases or decreases respectively the number. The speed of auto-
repeat increases with prolongued press of the button.

When maximum or minimum has been reached, respective min or plus 
button changes to disabled.

1. Enabled: tapping the button decreases or increases respectively the 
number in the counter until the maximum or minimum has been 
reached.

2. Disabled: when disabled, button can not be pressed

3. Number counter: Number counter changes with button count and can 
be filled in as a field. Only digits can be entered into the number field.

If the user enters a number higher or lower than possible, the counter is 
automatically set back to begin position.

When selecting the input field, the numerical keyboard is presented on 
device.

0

2



PASSENGER SEATING CONTROLLER 03/04/2020

Passenger 1
5C

Select seat for:
Passenger 2 Passenger 3

Passenger 2
Select seat for:

PASSENGER SEATING CONTROLLER 
buttons have 3 states:

1. Enabled
2. Disabled
3. Validated

It is possible to toggle between Enabled 
and Validated buttons. Validated choices 
are editable.

4. The button controller can have up to 3 
buttons.

5. When there are 4 or more passengers, 
the button controller changes to a 
dropdown menu

The dropdown menu has 3 states:

5a. Enabled pulldown
5b. Validated pulldown
5c. Pop up selection, accessed by 
tapping arrow 

3

4

5a

5b

1 2

Passenger 1Select seat for:

Passenger 1: 5C

5c

5c

5cPassenger 2Select seat for:
Passenger 1

Passenger 2Passenger 2
5C



PROGRESS BAR 03/04/2020

1

1

1

a b c

2

2 3

Progress bar supports 3 different states:
a. validated
b. enabled
c. disabled

Progress bar shows user where they are respectively in the 
process. Current step shows enabled state.

When data is confirmed for a step, user is taken to next step. 
Status of previous step changes to validated with a grow 
animation and a spring ease with an animation length of 250 
milliseconds

Previous validated steps can be tapped to take user back to 
that step. Info already filled in for that step will still be 
present. If the user goes retrospectively back in the process, 
all info in consecutive steps will be removed and progess set 
back to current chosen step.

ie: if user has filled in data up to Flight extras and goes back 
to Outgoing flight, Return flight and Flight extras will be reset 
to disabled and data deleted.

Confirm & bookPassenger detailsFlight extrasReturn flightOutgoing flightTrip details

Confirm & bookPassenger detailsFlight extrasReturn flightOutgoing flightTrip details

Confirm & bookPassenger detailsFlight extrasReturn flightOutgoing flightTrip details

Passenger detailsFlight extrasReturn flightOutgoing flight Confirm & bookTrip details

Confirm & bookPassenger detailsFlight extrasReturn flightOutgoing flightTrip details

Confirm & bookPassenger detailsFlight extrasReturn flightOutgoing flightTrip details



TRIP LEG INDICATOR 03/04/2020

Rome to
Amsterdam

Amsterdam
to Rome

Rome to 
Amsterdam

Amsterdam
to Rome

TRIP LEG INDICATOR has 3 states:

1. Enabled
2. Disabled
3. Validated

It is possible to toggle between Enabled and Validated 
buttons. Validated choices are editable.

More than 2 legs in the trip can be layed out as 4. and 5.

3

1 2

Rome to Amsterdam

London to RomeAmsterdam to London

London to AmsterdamRome to London

London to RomeAmsterdam to London

4

5
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